PORTUGAL

Brief context of
Portuguese History

Creation
of a small
county in
the
Kingdom
of Leon
called
Portucale
in order
to reward
the order
of the
Templars
for their
part in
the Holy
Wars.

The heir to the throne was 3 years old
and after 21 years, he died childless in
Morocco in the Battle of Alcácer-Quibir,
leaving no bloodline other than his
Great-uncle, who died in 1580. Portugal
within the struggles to find the new
Heir was invaded by Spain.

Conquer of Ceuta
which began the
portuguese
colonial expansion
1498

1139-43
First Independence
from the Leon
Kingdom

1415

1557-1578-1580
After discovering
all the African
coast, the
Portuguese
navigators and the
orders of the
Christ discovered
the sea route to
India and
Brazil(1500).

1640

End of Spanish
rulling.
Independence.

Brief context of
Portuguese History
Portuguese capital in this span
was Rio de Janeiro and the
Portuguese people were ruled by
the governance boards and the
opressive brittish troops
1807

1822

Coup D’État which instaurated the called
Second Republic and then the “Estado
Novo”, which was a repressive dictatourship
tha practiced harsh censourship and antifreedom laws. The Dictator was an alt-right
economist and military enthusiast called
António de Salazar.
1961
1910
1926

Portugal refused to
board an embargo
towards the UK, being
later invaded by
napoleonic troops.
Portugal was never
conquered after 3
invasions thanks to the
help of the Brittish.

Peaceful
Independence
of Brazil and
return of the
Royal Family
to the nowcapital Lisbon,
but a Civil war
is generated in
Portugal

Creation of the
First Republic.
(Secular,
Progressive,etc.)

Colonial war backed up
by Communist Heads;
Resulted in the
Independence of all
African colonies. Due to
the military dictatorship,
all portuguese men were
obligated to serve,
resulting in a lot of
emigration and loss.

1974

Carnation
Revolution on the
25th of April;
orchestrated by leftwinged intelectuals
who developped
this revolution
without bloodshed.

Cultural values generated by
different episodes of History

• Bravery

• Loss
• “Fado” – Music genre; equivalent to Fate
• “Saudade” – The act of missing somebody, untranslatable.
• Hope
• Conformism to Pain

Other cultural traits
• Although the portuguese are one of the most catholic nations in
Europe due to its Templar origin, Faith in the younger generations
isn’t as present and central, but a lot of the Traditions remain, like
Christmas, Easter and Saints Festivities
• Portuguese only has 11M inhabitants due to past agresive migration;
in which the portuguese migrants were perfectly integrated. A lot has
to do with the conformism side of the culture.
• Portugal has a great diplomatic stance, ranking 4th in the Passport
rankings. Fun fact: the Secretary-General of the UN is a former
portuguese PM.

Gastronomy
Traditionally portuguese have breakfast and two big meals. Both lunch
and dinner are usually heavy and complex dishes.
Due to the proximity to the coast and the generational attachment to
the sea, often dishes include fish. FUN FACT: Bacalhau, our unique
salted fish that is present in numerous recipes throughout the country,
isn’t from the portuguese coast, but from the nordic sea.
Many of the portuguese dishes were born from the poverty of the
country.

PASTRIES

Spending free time

• The most common way of spending free time in Portugal is to go to
the regular Café and drink a cup of coffee while you chat with
anybody you see or read a journal. Everywhere you go in Portugal you
see a Coffee House.
• Portugal has one of the richest cuisines in the world and that can be
seen as well in the pastry side of the kitchen.
• Teenager usually spend time either in a Café chatting and playing card
games like Sueca. Or set up trips to the football fields to play; girls
usually prefer to attend a fancy coffee place to eat a cupcake or drink
a Super Latte Frappéchino with Blueberry flavour and drops of
brownie.

Sports
• Portugal’s dominant sport is Football/Soccer (Euro Champions 2016)
by a landslide;

• The other sports are still realy minoritary in Portugal; the only
sports other than Soccer that are fully developped compared to the
rest of the world is Hockey (not on ice), Beach Soccer and Futsal

Portuguese expressions

to use on a daily basis

• Bom dia – Good day

(it is said everywhere to anyone)

• Obrigado – Thank you
• De nada – You’re Welcome

• Boa Noite – Good Night
• Por favor – Please

• Eu amo-te – I love you
• À Nossa/ Saúde - Nasdrovié

Até Amanhã- See you tomorrow!

Tongue twisters

4º O rato roeu a rolha da
garrafa de rum do rei da
Rússia

2º
Disseram
que
na
minha
rua
tem
paralelepípedo
1º
A
aranha
arranha
a
rã.
A
rã
arranha
a
aranha.
Nem
3º Um triste tigre tigrado e três pratos
dea aranha
trigo.
arranha
Nem a rã arranha aSeias
rã.
feito dea rã.
paralelogramos.
paralelogramos
tem um paralelepípedo. Mil paralelepípedos tem
Dois
tristes
tigres
tigrados
e
dois
pratos
de
trigo
uma paralelepípedovia. Uma paralelepípedovia
tem mil paralelogramos. Então uma
Três tristes. tigresé tigrados
e um prato de trigo.
paralelepípedovia
uma paralelogramolândia?

Final Fun Fact

